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Most students who enter colleges and universities have not developed effective learning strategies. Many have achieved success in high school by memorizing information for tests that have not required them to demonstrate critical thinking skills. After they fail their first test in college, students are at a loss as to why the strategies that worked so well up to this point are now failing them. They often begin to doubt their ability to succeed, and many drop out of classes, or even leave the institution without achieving the success of which they are capable. These students sometimes seek assistance from a faculty member or advisor, but often are told to “study harder” or to “focus on learning concepts” or to “do more homework problems. However, these suggestions do not help students who do not know how to interpret “study harder” or “focus on concepts”. These students need explicit instruction and very specific strategies.

The Center for Academic Success at Louisiana State University (www.cas.lsu.edu) has developed a method to teach these strategies to students in both individual and group sessions. Whereas the process varies somewhat, depending on the learning strategies consultant who is conducting the session, the basic process is constant. This will be detailed below. [Note: Variations of this process have been replicated and used effectively at other student success centers across the country.]

Individual Learning Consultations with Students

When a student comes in for an individual consultation, it is most often because they have experienced academic difficulty, or they are concerned about their ability to succeed. Therefore, the first thing that I do is try to make the student feel comfortable being in an otherwise embarrassing situation in which they are confronting their failure (or potential failure).

Building the Relationship: To make the student feel comfortable, I ask them to tell me about where they are from, their high school academic experience, their academic interests, their extracurricular activities, etc. Asking for this information allows the student to discuss their prior success, while I assure them that they can be as successful in college as they were in high school. (When I am working with a graduate or professional school student, the message is that they can be as successful as they were in undergraduate school.)

Creating Hope: I then show students some “before and after” test scores of students with whom CAS has worked in the past. (See Summer Scholars presentation). Seeing that other students who made test scores in the 30’s and 40’s before hearing the strategies increased their scores to the 80’s and 90’s after learning the strategies, definitely arouses
the interest of the student. This is the point at which students tend to become much more mentally engaged in the discussion. For the first time, they see evidence that their low scores will not necessarily doom them to failing the course.

**Building Confidence:** Next I will do the Count the Vowels exercise to actively demonstrate to the student how s/he can miserably fail on a task one minute, and then perform at an A or B level minutes later if they understand the task and have strategies to learn it. Students are even more motivated after the Count the Vowels exercise. I then proceed to help them develop effective learning strategies.

**Guiding Analytic Reflection:** The first reflection question I then ask is “What’s the difference between studying and learning?” The most common answer I get is something like “Studying is just memorizing information for a test or a quiz” but learning is really “understanding and mastering the information so that it will not be forgotten soon as the test. I then ask if, up to this point, the student has been in “study” mode or “learning” mode. Every student I have asked to date has indicated “study mode”. I then enthusiastically respond “YES! That’s the reason you haven’t done as well as you can. In this session we’re going to learn to stay in ‘learn mode’.”

**Introducing New Ideas:** The next step is to introduce students to the concept of metacognition and to Bloom’s Taxonomy as a hierarchy of learning levels. Almost none of them have heard of metacognition or seen Bloom’s Taxonomy before, but they embrace it enthusiastically. Some even say “I wish I had known THIS in high school!”

I then ask “Up to this point, what’s the highest level you’ve had to operate to make As’ and B’s in high school (or in undergraduate school)? The typical response is either Knowledge or Comprehension. And then I ask “What the LOWEST level you have to operate HERE in college to make an A or a B? Most say either application or analysis, with a few suggesting higher levels. Again, I reassure the student that we now know exactly what the problem is! They’ve been studying at the lower two levels, so they’ve got to “kick it up a few notches”! And I am quick to follow with “Boy, do we have a strategy for accomplishing that!” I then introduce the Study Cycle*, which involves previewing the information to be covered in class, attending class, reviewing class material immediately (or as soon as possible) after class, engaging in “intense study sessions” to thoroughly learn the information, and assessing their learning strategies.

After learning about Bloom’s Taxonomy and the Study Cycle, the student appears to be overjoyed that s/he not only knows what the problem is, s/he knows how to fix it!” The confidence level is visibly increasing.

There are several additional specific learning strategies we discuss at this point.

1. A READING COMPREHENSION STRATEGY involving: previewing the material, developing questions to be answered during the reading, reading on paragraph at a time and paraphrasing he paragraph.
2. A HOMEWORK PROBLEM STRATEGY that involves working all problems without using an example as a guide.

*Adapted from Frank L. Christ’s Preview-Learn-Review-Study Learning Cycle
3. A CONCEPT MASTERY STRATEGY involving “teaching the material” as a way of testing for complete understanding, and to discover when understanding is less than originally thought.

To help the student understand the value of “teaching the material” as a learning strategy, I ask the student the following reflection question:

“For which task would you study harder: If you had to take a test on three chapters and make an A on the test? Or if you had to teach the material to the class?” Students immediately say “Teach the material!” And when I ask why they would study harder if they had to teach the material, they invariably say: “You have to really know the material if you have to teach it!” When I ask if, to this point, they have been in “make an A on the test mode”, or in “teach the material mode”, students say “make an A on the test mode”. They see how preparing to teach the material results in a deeper understanding of the material.

Building Motivation to Change: I usually end the session with two final questions, each designed to get information about whether the student will implement the strategies we have talked about.

The first question is: “On a scale of 1 – 10, how different are the strategies we have talked about from the ones you have been using up to this point? (1 is not at all; 10 is as different as day and night) If the student gives a number between 8 and 10, I know that the student recognizes that there is a difference between what s/he has been doing and the strategies that we have been discussing during the session. Although I know that the strategies are different, if the student doesn’t recognize this, s/he won’t do anything different.

The second question is: “On a scale of 1 to 10, how motivated are you to start using the strategies? (1 is not at all; 10 is “I can’t wait to start them today!”) Again, I am happy with a number between 8 and 10.

I then reinforce the idea that the student’s performance will depend on use of the strategies, not on how smart s/he is, and I leave the student with the added confidence that s/he can be successful. I ask students to email me to let me know how they are doing, and I let them know that I’ll be available for future meetings.

A Group Session for Students in a Particular Course

The process described above for use in one-on-one consulting situations with individual students can also be used by teachers with a group of students in a specific course. I have done this with students in my own chemistry courses; other teachers have done it with their courses.

What I often do is offer one special, 50-minute session that students in the course can opt to attend. This session lasts approximately one hour and typically is scheduled after the first or second exam in the course. The purpose of the session is to help the class as a whole improve its performance. I then proceed to ask the class the same types of reflection questions I ask in individual sessions. Additionally, I provide examples of
questions from past exams to show them how using the learning strategies is crucial to success. After presenting strategies, I challenge the class to improve its performance, and have the students indicate in writing what strategy they are willing to implement. Data collected in selected general chemistry classes in which this session was provided show that the students who attended the session improved their performance whereas those who were absent experienced a decrease in performance on subsequent examinations.
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